NATION WIDE CONTEST

Nambucca Girl Wins

Valerie Smith, of Nambucca Heads. Valerie entered for the Howlitz Publication Inc. Pty. Ltd. Colour Competition, and was successful in winning first prize for the best entry and was awarded a new Speedwell Bicycle. Part of the letter of congratulations she received from the firm reads as follows:

"Congratulations! In the Nation-wide Howlitz Publication Colour Competition, your entry was selected from thousands of others as the neatest, correct entry accompanied by six comic covers carrying the Howlitz emblem. We take great pleasure in awarding you with a new Speedwell Special Sports Bicycle."

WALLAGA CHRISTMAS TREAT

When Santa Claus comes to Wallaga Lake, everyone, young and old, really has a marvellous time

Outside, Jeff and Dennis Tungia put on an exciting pillow fight

Just a breather for a moment or two before they are at it again

This is how it looked inside the hall when they were preparing the Xmas treat